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CHAPTER 33

STOCHASTIC SIMULATION OF
PRECIPITATION AND STREAMFLOW
PROCESSES
JOSE D. SALAS, JORGE A. RAMiREZ, PAOLO BURLANDO,
AND ROGER A. PIELKE, Sr.

Stochasticsimulationsof hydroclimaticprocessessuchas precipitationand streamflow havebecomestandardtools for analyzingmanywater-relatedproblems.Simulation signifies "mimicking" the behaviorof the underlyingprocessso that realistic
representationsof it can be made. For this purposea numberof empirical,mathematically/physically based,mathematically/stochastically
based,analog/physically
based, and physical/laboratory-scalebased models and approacheshave been
proposed and developed in the literature. This chapter emphasizessimulation
based on stochasticand probabilistic techniques.Also, the emphasiswill be on
precipitationand streamflowprocesses,althoughmany of the methodsand models
includedhereinare equallyapplicablefor otherhydroclimaticprocesses
as well such
as evapotranspiration,
soil moisture,surfaceand groundwaterlevels,and seasurface
temperature.
Stochasticsimulationenablesone to obtain equallylikely sequencesof hydroclimatic processesthat may occur in the future. They are useful for many water
resourcesproblems such as (a) estimating the design capacity of a reservoir
system under uncertain streamflows,(b) evaluatingthe performanceof a water
resourcessystem in meeting projected water demandsunder uncertainsystem's
inputs, (c) estimating drought properties,such as drought length and magnitude
based on simulated streamflowsat key points in the water supply systemunder
consideration,(d) deriving the distribution of the underlying output variable of a
groundwaterflow equation(e.g., the hydraulic head),given the distribution of the
parameters(e.g.,the hydraulic conductivity)andboundaryconditions,(e) establishHandbook of Weather,Climate,and Water:AtmosphericChemistry,Hydrology,and Societal Impacts,
Editedby ThomasD. Potterand BradleyR. Colman.
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Figure 1 Schematicrepresentationsof (a) Poissonwhite noise, (b) Poissonrectangular
pulse,and (c) Neyman-Scottwhite noise processes(after Salas93).

ism for generating rainfall. First, storm-generating mechanisms or simply storms
arrive governed by a Poisson process with parameter ).t. Figure lc shows that n
storms arrive at times t" , , , , tn in the period (0, t). Then, associated with each
storm, there are a number of precipitation burs;ts that are Poisson or geometrically
distributed with parameter v, Figure lc shows three precipitation bursts associated
with the storm that arrived at time t1' In general mj precipitation bursts are associated
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with the storm that arrived at time t}. In addition, the time of occurrence of bursts, t,
relative to the storm origin t} may be assumed to be exponentially distributed with
parameter p (e.g., in Fig.lc the three bursts arising from the first storm are located at
times tl,l, tl,2, and tl.3 relative to tl). Then, if the precipitation burst is described by
an instantaneous random precipitation depth R, the resulting precipitation process is
known as Neyman-Scott white noise (NSWN) while if the precipitation burst is a
rectangular pulse the precipitation process is known as Neyman-Scott rectangular
pulse (NSRP).
Estimation of parameters for Neyman-Scott (NS) models has been a major
subject of research in the past two decades.9.22.30.51.71
The usual estimation has
been based on the method of moments, although other approaches have been
suggested?9.51.82
An apparent major estimation problem is that parametersestimated
based on data for one level of aggregation, say hourly, may be significantly different
from those estimated from data for another level of aggregation, say daily. I 1.30.71.86
The problem seems to be that as data are aggregated, information is lost and corresponding second-order statistics do not have enough information to give reliable
estimates of the parameters of the generating process (model), and, as a conse;'
quence, they become significantly biased with large variance. For example, extensive
simulation studies were carried out by Cadavid et al.11 based on the NSWN model
with (known) population parameterS: ). = 0.102 X 10-3jmin, p = 0.0022ljmin,
.u = 24.36jin, and ljv = 0.072 (parameter of the geometric distribution for the
cluster size). Hourly and daily series were used to estimate moments (mean, standard
deviation, and lag-l and lag-2 correlation coefficients) from which the parameters
were estimated. The results are shown in Table 1. Clearly, despite that the generating
mechanism is known (the NSWN), less reliable estimates of parameters are obtained
when daily values are used. Estimation based on weighted moments of various time
scales in a least-squares fashion is an alternative.JO.22Also, physical considerations
may be useful in setting up constraints in some of the parameters, initializing the
estimates to be determined based on statistical considerations, and for comparing the
fitted model parameters with some known physical properties. J7 Koepsell and
Valdes54applied these concepts using the space-time cluster model suggested by
Waymire et al.116 for modeling rainfall in Texas and pointed out the difficulty in
estimating the parameters even when using physical considerations.
Besides the class of Poissonprocessesand Neyman-Scott cluster processes,other
types of temporal precipitation models have been suggested such as those based on
Cox processes,103renewal processes,7.31and Barlett-Lewis processes.40.87.
Likewise, alternative space-time multidimensional precipitation models have been developed (e.g., Smith and KrajewskiJ04). In addition, all precipitation models based on
point and cluster processes proposed up to date are limited in some respects; e.g.,
they do not include the daily periodicity observed in actual convective rainfall
processes.49.7JFurthermore, Rodriguez-Iturbe et al.89 and others raised the issue
that nonlinear dynamics and chaos may be useful approaches for certain hydrometeorological processes such as rainfall. Finally, excellent reviews of the state of
the art in the field have been made32and a number of studies pertaining to rainfall
analysis, modeling, and predictability have been compiled in special issues of some
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TABLE 1 Comparison between Population and Estimated Parameters of
NSWN Model Based on Hourly and Daily Values
Parameter(units)
;. X 103 (Ijmin)
fJ X loJ (Ijmin)
p. (Ijin)
Ijv

PopulationValue
0.102
2.210
24.360
0.072

Estimatedfrom
Hourly Dataa

Estimatedfrom
Daily Dataa

0.103
2.300

0.091

23.990

7.010
0.247

0.072

1.630

°Estimates based on 12 series of size 36,456 for hourly and 12 series of size 1519 for daily.
From Cadavid et al.11

journals (e.g., .l Appl. Meteo!:,vol. 32, 1993;.l Geoph. Res.,vol. 104,no. D24,
1999).
Hourly, Daily, and Weekly Precipitation
We have seenin the previous sectionthat the modelsand propertiesfor cumulative
precipitationover successivenonoverlappingtime perio~s,i.e., discrete-timeprecipitation, can be derived from continuous-timeprecipitationmodels. However,one
mayformulate precipitationmodelsdirectly at hourly,daily,and weeklytime scales.
In thesecases,the theory of Markov chainshas beenwidely usedin the literaturefor
simulating not only precipitation (in discrete time) but many other hydrologic
processessuch as streamflow, soil moisture, temperature,solar radiation, and
waterstoragein reservoirs.7,13.49,85,90
ConsiderthatX(t) is a discretevaluedprocessthatstartedat time 0 anddeveloped
through time, i.e., t=O,I,2,
Then P[X(t)=xIIX(O)=xo, X(l)=XI'...'
X(t -I) = XI-I] is the probability that the processX(t) = XI givenits entirehistory.
If this probability simplifies to P[X(t) = XI I X(t -1) = xI-I], the processis afirstorder Markov chain or a simple Markov chain. BecauseX(t) is a discretevalued
process,we will usethe notationX(t) = j,j = I, ...,r insteadof X(t) = XI' wherej
representsa stateand r is the numberof states;e.g., in modeling daily rainfall one
may considerr = 2 with j = 1 for a dry day (no rain) and j = 2 for a wet day. A
simple Markov chain is defined by its transitionprobability matrix P(t), a square
matrix with elementsPij(t) = P[X(t) = jlX(t -I) = '1 for all i,j pairs. Furthermore,
q}t) = P[X(t) =j],j = I,..., r, is the marginalprobability distributionof the chain
being at any statej at time t and q}O) is the distribution of the initial states.Moreover, if P(t) does not depend on time, the Markov chain is a homogeneousor
stationary chain and, in this case,the notationsP and Pij are used.The estimation
of someprobabilities that are useful for simulationand forecastingof precipitation
eventsare the n-steptransitionprobabilityPijn),the marginaldistribution q}t) given
the distribution q}O), and the steady-stateprobability vectorq*. Theseprobabilities
can be determined from well-known relations available in the literature.39,118
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Estimation for a simple Markov chain amounts to estimating the elements Pij of
the transition probability matrix. Common estimation methods include the method
of moments and maximum likelihood.39 To test whether a simple Markov chain is an
adequate model for the process under consideration, one can check some of the
assumptions of the model and see whether some relevant properties of the precipitation process are reproduced (e.g., compare the probability pijn) with that obtained
from the observed data, jJ&1. Furthermore, the Akaike information criterion has
been helpful in selecting the order of Markov chain models.ls.48
Although in some cases simple Markov chains may be adequate for representing
the variability of precipitation, often more complex models may be necessary. For
instance, in modeling daily rainfall processes throughout the year, the parameters of
the Markov chain may vary with time (e.g., for a two-state Markov chain, the
transition probabilities Pij may vary along the year and the estimates can be fitted
with trigonometric series to smooth out sample variations9°). Higher order Markov
chains may be necessary in other cases. Chin I5 analyzed daily precipitation records
of more than 100 stations across the continental United States and concluded that
generally second- and third-order models were preferred for the winter months while
the first-order model was better for the summer months. In addition, maximum
likelihood for estimating Fourier series coefficients for alternating renewal processes
and Markov chains for daily rainfall90 and mixed models with periodic Markov
chains for hourly rainfall (to account for the effect of daily periodicity) have been
suggested.49
Monthly,

Seasonal,

and Annual

Precipitation

Modeling of precipitation for long time scales such as monthly is generally simpler
than for short time scales such as daily, especially because for long time scales the
autocorrelation becomes smaller or negligible (except in cases of low frequency21).
In such cases modeling precipitation at a given site amounts to finding the probability distribution for each month. Generally different distributions will be needed
for each month. On the other hand, seasonal precipitation data in semiarid and arid
regions may include zero values for some seasons,hence the precipitation is a mixed
random variable. Let XV.T= precipitation for year v and season t, and define
PT(O) = P(XV.T= 0), t = 1,..., w (w = number of seasons per year). Then,
F XT(X)= P T(O)+ [1 -P T(O)]FXTI,XT>O(X)
is the cumulative distribution function for
season t, in which F xJx) = P T(X ~ x) and F XTI,XT>O(X)
= P(X ~ xiX> 0). Thus,
prediction of seasonal precipitation requires estimating P JO) and FXTI,XT>O(X),
Several distributions such as the log-normal and log-Pearson have been used for
fitting the empirical distribution of seasonalprecipitation. For modeling precipitation
at several sites, one must consider the intersite cross correlations and the marginal
distribution (at each site). For continu~us random precipitation, a common modeling
approach has been to transform them into normal, then use a lag-O multivariate
model for modeling the transformed precipitation (an approach similar to modeling
streamflow as in Section 2). Modeling of annual precipitation is similar to modeling
seasonalprecipitation, i.e., determining either the marginal distribution F x(x) or the
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conditional distribution Fx*x>o(x), dependingon the particular caseat hand.Likewise, modeling of annualprecipitationat severalsites is generallybasedon transforming the datainto normal and using a multivariatenormal model.

2

STOCHASTIC

SIMULATION

OF STREAMFLOW

If one can develop a stochastic model for streamflow in continuous time, then, in
principle, the properties and the models for daily, monthly, and annual streamflow
can be obtained. Some attempts have been made for developing models of streamflow processes in continuous time based on physical principles.z° However, the
models of aggregated flows that can be derived from such continuous-time
models, become mathematically cumbersome and of limited applicability for operational hydrology. 53Understanding the rules for upscaling the models and parameters
has been a challenging subject for research. Generally most of the models that are
available for streamflow simulation in continuous time and short time scales, such as
hourly, are based on the transfonnation of precipitation into runoff by means of
physical or conceptual principles. Thus the stochastic characteristics of the precipitation input and of the other relevant processes of the hydrologic cycle of the
watershed are transferred into a stochastic streamflow output. Examples of models
in this eategory are represented by SHETRAN26 and PRMS.S9 SHETRAN simulates
"continuous" streamflows along the river network by solving partial differential
equations of the physical processes involved while PRMS is a semidistributed
conceptual model that simulates hourly and daily streamflows. However, in this
section we are mainly concerned with stochastic streamflow models that can be
derived explicitly from the physically or conceptually based relations of the underlying hydrologic process of the watershed or directly from the streamflow data.

Continuous Time to Hourly and Daily Streamflow Simulation
The simulationof streamflowon a continuoustime scalerequiresthe formulationof
a model structure that is capableof reproducingthe streamflowfluctuations on a
wide dynamical range. As already mentioned, the application of stochastic
approachesto continuoustime and shorttime scale streamflowmodelinghas been
limited becauseof the complex nonlinear relations that characterizethe precipitation-streamflowprocessesat those temporal scales.The early attemptsto model
hourly and daily streamflowswere based on using autoregressive(AR) models
after standardizationand transfonnation. However, stochasticmodels essentially
basedon processpersistencedo not properly accountthe rising limb and recession
characteristicsthat are typical of hourly and daily flow hydrographs.Also shotnoise
or Markov processesand transfer function models have been proposedfor daily
flow simulation with some limited successin reproducing the rising limb and
recessions.
I 10
Nevertheless,
interestingwork has beendonewith somesuccessby usingconceptual-stochasticmodels. For instance,Kelman52applied a conceptualrepresentation
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of a watershed considering the effects of direct runoff and surface and groundwater
storages. Direct runoff is modeled by a PAR( I) model with an indicator function to
produce intermittence and the other components are modeled using linear reservoirs.
Kelman's model produced reasonable results for generating daily flows for the
Powell River, Tennessee. Also following the approach sugge~~edby Salas and
Obeysekera96and Claps et al.,16 Murrone et al.68proposed a conceptual-stochastic
model for short time runoff. A three-level conceptual runoff component and a
stochastic surface runoff model the daily response of the watershed. The base
flow is modeled by three linear reservoirs that represent the contribution of deep
aquifers with over-year response, aquifers with annual renewal, and subsurface
runoff. The surface runoff is regarded as an uncorrelated point process. Modeling
rainfall as an independent Poisson process, the above scheme leads to a multiple shot
noise streamflow process. The model is effective in reproducing streamflow variability. In addition, intermittent daily streamflow processes have been modeled25 by
combining Kelman's conceptual approach with product models 94 and gamma AR
models28and by using a three-state Markov chain describing the onset of streamflow
and an exponential decay of streamflow recession.!
Weekly,

Monthly,

and Seasonal

Streamflow

Single-Site Periodic Models. Stationary stochastic models can be applied for
modeling weekly, monthly, and seasonalstreamflows after seasonal standardization.
This approach may be useful when the season-to-seasoncorrelations do not vary
throughout the year. In general though, models with periodic correlation structure,
such as periodic autoregressive (PAR) and periodic autoregressive and moving
average (PARMA) are more applicable.29.92 An example is the PARMA(I,I)
model97
Y",r = Jlr + cPJ,r(y",r- -Jlt-l)

+ 8V,t-(JI,t8v.t-1

(1)

where lit' cPl.t' (l1.t' and O't(e) are the model parameters. When the (I's are zeros,
model (1) becomes the PARMA(I,O) or PAR(I) model. Low-order PARMA models
such as PARMA(I,O) and PARMA(I,I) have been widely used for simulating
monthly and weekly flows.3.18,43.84.92.120
PARMA models can be derived from physical/conceptual principles. Considering all hydrologic processesand parameters in the watershed varying along the year,
it has been shown that seasonal streamflow falls within the family of PARMA
models.96 Alternatively, a constant parameter model with periodic independent residuals was suggested.16 One of the desirable properties of stochastic models of
seasonal streamflows is the preservation of seasonaland annual statistics. However,
such dual preservation of statistics has been difficult to get with simple models such
as the PAR(I) or PAR(2). For this reason in the 1970s hydrologists turned to the socalled disaggregation models (refer to Section 3). The major drawback of such
simple PAR models to reproduce seasonal and annual statistics has been the lack
of sufficient correlation structure. PARMA models having more flexible correlation
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structure than PAR models offer the possibility of preserving seasonal and annual
statistics. Some hydrologists have argued that PARMA models have too many parameters. Yet, one cannot hope for models such as the PAR(I) to do more than it can,
i.e., to reproduce simply the lag-l month-to-month correlations while failing to
reproduce correlations for longer time lags and statistics at higher orders of aggregation. An alternative for reproducing both seasonaland annual statistics is the family
of multiplicative models.
Box and Jenkinss first suggested multiplicative models. These models have
the characteristic of linking the variable Yv." with Yv.,,-1 and Yv-1.,,' McKerchar and
Delleur66 used multiplicative models after differencing the logarithms of the original
series for simulating and forecasting monthly streamflow series. Because such multiplicative models do not take into account periodic correlations, differencing was
used in an attempt to decrease or eliminate such periodicity. However, they were not
able to reproduce the seasonality in the covariance structure and could not establish
confidence limits of forecasts with consideration of seasonality. This problem arises
because the referred multiplicative model does not include periodic parameters.
A model (with periodic parameters) that can overcome the limitations mentioned
above is the multiplicative PARMA model.9s For instance, the multiplicative
PARMA(I,I) x (l.l)/)) model is written as

ZV,T

= Wl,tZV-l,t + cPl,tZv,t-l -Wl,tcPl,tZv-l,t-l
-e1,tBV-l,t

-°1,tBv,t-l

+ e1,tOl,tBv-l,t-l

+ Bv,t

(2)

in which zv" = Yv" -.u, and <1>1",°1", cPI", °1", and 0',(8) are the model parameters, This model has been applied successfully for simulating the Nile River
flows,
A limitation of the foregoing PARMA and multiplicative PARMA models for
modeling hydrological time series is the requirement that the underlying series be
transformed into normal, An alternative that does not have this requirement is the
PGAR( I) model for modeling seasonalflows with periodic correlation structure and
periodic gamma marginal distribution.z7 Consider dlat Yv" is a periodic correlated
variable with a three-parameter gamma marginal distribution with location A" scale
(x" and shape p, parameters varying with t, and t = 1,..., w (T = number of
seasons). Then, the new variable zv" =Yv" -AJ is a two-parameter ~~a
that
can be represented by zv" = cP,zv,,-t + (Zv,,-I) 'wv" where cPt= penodic autoregressive coefficient, (), = periodic autoregressive exponent, and wv" = noise
process. This model has a periodic correlation structure equivalent to that of the
PAR(I) process. It has been applied to weekly streamflow series for several rivers in
the United States.z7Results obtained indicated that such PGAR model compares
favorably with respect to the normal based models (such as the PAR model after
logarithmic transformation) in reproducing the basic statistics usually considered for
streamflow simulation. Furthermore, a nonparametric approach for streamflow simulation that is capable of reproducing closely historical distributions has been
proposed.loo
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PARMA and PGAR models are less useful for modeling flows in ephemeral
streams. In these streams the flows are intermittent, a characteristic that is not
represented by the above mentioned models. Instead periodic product models such
as Yv" = Bv"zv" are more realistic,94 where Bv" is a periodic correlated Bernoulli
(1,0) process, Zv, may be either an uncorrelated or correlated periodic process with a
given marginal 'distribution, and B and Z are mutually uncorrelated. Properties and
applications of these models for simulating intermittent monthly flows of some
ephemeral streams have been reported in the literature.14.94
Multisite Periodic Models. In modeling seasonal streamftows at several sites,
multivariate PAR and PARMA models are generally used.6.42,92.97
For example, the
multivariate PARMA(I,I) model is
Z",r = c1>rZ",r-l+ ~".r -0r~".r-J

(3)

in which Zv.t = y;, t -fl.;
fI. is a column parameter vector with elements
.u~1),..., .u~). cl>t~d e-;tare-~ x n periodic parameter matrices, the noise term
~V.t is a column vector normally distributed with E(~v.t) = Q, E(~v.t~~t) = r t'
and E(~v.t~~t-k) = 0 for k =I 0, and n = number of sites. In addition, it is assumed
that ~v. t is uncorrelated with Z". t-I' Parameter estimation of this model can be made
by the method of moments, although the solution is not straightforward. Dropping
the moving average term in (3), i.e., et = 0 for all t'S, yields a simpler multivariate
PARMA(I,O) or PAR(I) model. This simpler model has been widely used for generating seasonal hydrologic processes. Further simplifications of the foregoing models
can be made to facilitate parameter estimation. Assuming that cl>tand et ofEq. (3)
are diagonal matrices, the multivariate PARMA(I,I) model can be decoupled into
univariate models for each site. To maintain the cross correlation among sites ~v. t is
modeled as ~\'.t = Bt~".t where E(~v.t~~t) = I and E(~v.t~~t-k) = 0 for k =I O.This
modeling scheme is a contemporaneous PARMA(I,I), or CPARMA(I,I), model.
Useful references on this type of models are available in the literature.42.84.92.97

Annual StreamflowsAutoregressive
(AR) and autoregressive
and moving average(ARMA) modelshave
beenthe most popular models for single site and multisite annualstreamflowsimulation. Specifically, low-order models have been widely applied for generating
annual flow series.29.42.61.62.72.92
Single-Site
Stationary
Models. The AR(!) model is defined as Yt = J.L+cP(Yt-1
-J.L) + f.t. Its autocorrelation function Pk = cPPk-1= cPt decays exponentially as the time lag k increases. This model has been a prototype of short memolY
models because Pk goes to zero relatively fast and as a result h -+ ~ rather quickly in
E(R;*) '" nh (R;* = rescaled range of cumulative departures from the sample mean).
A more versatile model than the AR(I) is the ARMA(I,I)
Yt = J.L
+ cP(Yt-1 -J.L) + G,-OGt-1

given by6.42.97
(4)

Z,

~
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Its autocorrelation function Pk = (1 -4>0)(4> -0)(1 -24>0 + 01-14>k-1 is more
flexible than that of the AR( 1) model because it depends on the two parameters 4>
and 0. The ARMA process can represent long memory dependence,72.91a property
that is important for many rivers. AR and ARMA models assume that the underlying
series is normally distributed, an assumption that is not always applicable for annual
streamflow series. While one can circumvent this assumption by transforming the
skewed series into an approximately normal series, a direct approach that does not
require a transformation is a viable alternative. The gamma autoregressive (GAR)
process Yt = A(l -4» + 4>Yt-1+ 17toffers such an alternative where Yt is gamma
distributed with parameters A, IX,and p (the location, scale, and shape parameters,
respectively), 4>= autoregressive coefficient, and 17t= noise term. The GAR(l)
model has the same autocorrelation function as that of an AR(l) model. Estimation
procedures and applications of the GAR model for simulating annual streamflow
series can be found in the literature?8
AR, ARMA, and GAR models are useful for modeling streamflow processes in
perennial rivers, yet they are inadequate for intermittent processes such as streamflows in some ephemeral streams. Intermittent processescan be modeled as Yt = BtZt
where Yt = non-negative intermittent variable, Bt = dependent (1,0) Bernoulli
process, Zt = positive valued continuous autocorrelated variable, for instance, an
AR(l) process, and Bt and Zt are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated. Thus, the
resulting product process Y t is intermittent and autoregressive. These models have
been applied for modeling short-term rainfall and intermittent flow processes.7.13.94
Finally, other type of models, such as fractional Gaussian noise.64 broken line,6
shifting level,93 and FARMA 42have been proposed for representing certain special
properties of annual streamflow time series. For example, the shifting level model
has the capability of simulating time series with sudden changes,a property that has
been observed in many hydroclimatic processes.

Multisite Stationary Models. Modeling of multiple time seriesis widely needed
in hydrology. Considerthe column vector Yt with elementsyP), ...,y~") in which
n = the number of series (number of variables)under consideration.The multivariate AR(I) model is defined as65

= cl>Z,-1
+~

(5)

v
(1) ,..., J1.
(n)' , ~ ISa coIumn
In Wh'lCh 2 / = 1/
-fJ., fJ.'ISa coIumn vector 0f meansJ1.
vector of normal noisesep),.." B~n),
eachwith zero mean such that E<!:tfl) = r
and E<!:tfl-k) = 0 for k # 0, and <I>
and r aren x n parametermatrices.In addition,
it is assumedthat ~ is uncorrelatedwith 2/-1, Model (5) is a prototypeof shortmemory models for multiple series and has been widely used in operational
hydrology.29.42.62.92
Likewise, the multivariate ARMA(I,I) model can be written
as in Eq. (3) exceptthat the parameters<I>and e do not dependon time,
Exceptfor low-ordermultivariateAR models,using the full multivariateARMA
models often leads to complex parameterestimation.73.92
Thus, model simplifications have been suggested,For instance,a contemporaneousARMA (CARMA)
.
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model results if <I>and E> are diagonal matrices. This concept, which has been
advocated by Salas et al.,92 Stedinger et al.,lo6 and Hipel and McLeod42 can be
extended to the general case. A contemporaneous relationship implies that only the
dependence of concurrent values of the y's are considered important. Furthermore,
the diagonalization of the parameter matrices allows "model decoupling" into
component univariate models so that the model parameters do not have to be estimated jointly, and univariate modeling procedures can be employed. Thus, univariate
ARMA(p, q) models are fitted at each site where each B~'),j = 1,..., n is uncorrelated, but are contemporaneously correlated with a variance-covariance matrix r.
Thus, the parameters, 4>'sand ()'s in each model, can be estimated by using univariate
estimation rrocedures and the B's can be modeled by !:.r = B~I in which ~ is normal
with E(~ ~ ) = I and E(~ ~T ) = 0 for k # O. Note that one does not have to con-='/-='/
-1-I-k
sider the same univariate ARMA(p, q) model for each site.

3

TEMPORAL

AND SPATIAL

DISAGGREGATION

MODELS

Disaggregationmodels,i.e., downscalingmodelsin time and/or space,havebeenan
importantpart of stochastichydrology,not only becauseof our scientific interestin
understandingand describingthe characteristicsof the spatialand temporalvariability of hydrologicalprocesses,but also becauseof practicalengineeringapplications. For example,manyhydrologic designand operationalproblemsrequirehourly
precipitationdata. Becausehourly precipitationdataare not as commonlyavailable
as daily data,a typical problemhas beento downscaleor disaggregatedaily data
into hourly data. Similarly, for simplifying the analysisand modeling of large-scale
systemsinvolving a large numberof precipitationand streamflowstations,temporal
and spatialdisaggregationproceduresareneeded.This sectionbrielly reviewssome
empiricaland mathematicalmodelsand proceduresfor temporaland spatialdisaggregationof precipitationand streamflow.
Disaggregation

of Precipitation

Generally the disaggregation of station precipitation data defined at a given time
interval into precipitation for smaller time intervals has been done empirically.74 For
instance, by using either tables or gmphs, one can do disaggregation of 24-h (daily)
precipitation into 6-h precipitation. More complete disaggregation schemeshas been
developed.41.119.Hershenhom and Woolhiser41 considered daily rainfall amounts
and a model to obtain within-the-day magnitudes for the number of storms,
amount, duration, and arrival time for each storm. They indicated that simulated
rainfall sequences compared well with observed values. Although the foregoing
models are innovative, they are not satisfactory, i.e., they are complex and require
many transformations of the original data to obtain reasonable results. Another
shortcoming is the lack of flexibility in the number of intervals considered.
Another formal disaggregating scheme for short-term rainfall was developed by
Cadavid et al. I I Disaggregation models were developed assuming PWN and NSWN
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(refer to Section 1) as the underlying rainfall-generatingmechanisms.Formulation
of the disaggregationalgorithm for the PWN model is basedon the distribution of
the numberof arrivals N conditionedon the total precipitationY in the time interval,
the distribution of the white noise term given N and Y, and the distribution of the
arrival times conditional on N. The algorithmperforms well when using simulated
PWN samples.The disaggregationschemebased on the NSWN model is more
complex. It performs well on simulatedand recordedsamplesprovided that the
modelparametersusedare similar to thosecontrollingthe processat the disaggregation scale.The main shortcomingis the incompatibility of parameterestimatesat
different aggregationlevels as pointed out in Section1. Recently,a rainfall disaggregationbasedon artificial neuralnetworkshas beensuggested.8
Epstein and Ramirer4 developed a multiscale, linear regression, statistical
climate inversion schemebased on the disaggregationmodel of Valencia and
Schaakelll given by
Y =AX+B8

(6)

where Y is a matrix of downscaled hydroclimatic values (e.g., precipitation), X is a
matrix of upscaled hydroclimatic values, A and B are parameter matrices, and 6 is a
matrix of independent standard normal deviates. All terms in the above equation are
functions of time, and the downscaling model is conditioned on time through the
temporal evolution of the large-scale field, X. Parameter estimation, based on the
method of moments, leads to the preservation of the first- and second-order moments
at all levels of aggregation.
Disaggregation

of Streamflow

Data

The shortcomingof low-order PAR models when applied for simulating seasonal
flows in reproducingthe annualflow statisticsled to the developmentof disaggregation models suchas the Valencia-Schaakemodel (6). In this model, the modeling
and simulation of seasonalflows is accomplishedin two or more steps.First the
annualflows aremodeledso asto reproducethe desiredannualstatistics[e.g.,based
on the ARMA(I,I) model]; thensyntheticannualflows aregenerated,which in turn
are disaggregatedinto the seasonalflows by meansof Eq. (6). While the variancecovarianceproperties of the seasonalflow data are preservedand the generated
seasonalflows add up to the annualflows, model (6) does not preservethe covariancesof the first seasonof a year and any precedingseason.To circumventthis
shortcoming,Eq. (6) has been modified as Y = AX + B~ + CZ, where C is an
additional parametermatrix and Z is a vector of seasonalvalues from the previous
year (usually only the last seasonof the previous year) for each site.6 Further
refinementsand correctionsassumingan annual model that reproducesSxx and
Sxz has been suggested57
as well as a schemethat does not dependon the annual
model'sstructureyet reproducesthe momentsSyy, Syx,and SXX.IO5
The foregoingdisaggregationmodelshavetoo many parameters,a problemthat
may be significant especiallywhen the number of sites is large and the available
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historical samplesize is small. Lane56setsto zero some of the parametersin the
abovedisaggregationmodel so that
YT= A7

+ BT~ + CTYT-I

t

1,

,w

(7)

is a model with fewer parameters. Parameter estimation and appropriate adjustments
so that the seasonalvalues add exactly to the annual values at each site can be found
in the literature.56,97
The estimation problem can be simplified if the disaggregation is done in steps
(stages or cascades)so that the size of the matrices involved and consequently the
number of parameters decrease.6 For instance, annual flows can be disaggregated
into monthly flows directly in one step (this is the usual approach), or they can be
disaggregated in two or more steps, e.g., into quarterly flows in a first step; then each
quarterly flow is further disaggregatedinto monthly flows in a second step. However,
even in the latter approach, considerable size of the matrices will result when the
number of seasonsand the number of sites are large. Santos and Salas98proposed a
stepwise disaggregation scheme in such a way that at each step the disaggregation is
always made into two parts or two seasons. This scheme leads to a maximum
parameter matrix size of 2 x 2 for single-site disaggregation and 2n x 2n for multisite. Disaggregation models that reproduce seasonalstatistics and the covariance of
seasonal flows with annual flows assuming log-normal seasonal and annual flows
have been also suggested.36,107
Also temporal disaggregation based on nonparametric procedures has been proposed.
Although disaggregation has been a major development and a practical tool in
stochastic hydrology, still the question of why certain periodic models fail to reproduce annual statistics remained. Thus, more complex models such as PARMA
models were suggested and developed in the 1970s and the early 1980s. Their
capabilities for reproducing statistical properties beyond the seasons have been
explored by Obeysekera and Salas70and Bartolini and Salas.3

4

TEMPORAL

AND SPATIAL

AGGREGATION

MODELS

As in disaggregation,the aggregation (upscaling)modeling approachdeals with
streamflowprocessesat two or more levels of aggregationor time scales.However,
the two conceptsare quite different. In disaggregation,
the modelingand generation
procedureis backwardin the sensethatone modelsand generatesannualflows first,
then monthly, weekly, and daily flows are obtained in successivedisaggregation
steps. On the other hand, in temporalaggregation,the procedureis forward, i.e.,
one models and generatesdaily flows first and then successivelyweekly,monthly,
and annualflows are modeledand generated.The basicpremiseof the aggregation
approachis that the stochasticcharacteristicsat the continuoustime scaledictate
those at any level of aggregationor time scale.The relationshipbetweenstatisticsat
various time scaleshas beenexploredin the literature.5o
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The aggregation modeling approach for streamflow processeswas developed by
Vecchia et al.112 Assuming that monthly flows follow a PAR(I) or PARMA(l,l)
process, it was shown that the resulting model for the annual flows is the stationary
ARMA( 1, l). The foregoing concepts and results brought into light the structural
linkage and compatibility between streamflow models (and their parameters) of
various time scales. Streamflow data of the Niger River at Kaulikoro, Africa, were
used to illustrate some of the aggregation concepts, especially in relation to reproducing the annual correlation structure when the seasonalflows were modeled by the
PAR(l) and PARMA(l,l) models!O It was shown that in comparing the parameters
and the correlograms of the ARMA( 1, I) models of annual flows derived from the
models of seasonal flows, the results obtained from the PARMA(I,l) model were
significantly better than those obtained from the PAR(l). In addition, the results
obtained vary depending on the number of seasons considered in the year (e.g.,
monthly, quarterly), and better results were obtained, as the number of seasonsin the
year became smaller.
Bartolini and Salas3 extended the concept of aggregation to include aggregation
not only from seasonsto a year but from weeks to months, months to seasons,and
seasons to years. For instance, the aggregation of a PARMA(2, l) monthly flows
leads to a PARMA(2,2) bimonthly flows; in turn the aggregation of such
PARMA(2,2) bimonthly flows gives also a PARMA(2,2) for the quarterly flows.
Furthermore, if such quarterly flows are aggregated into annual flows, then the
model is the stationary ARMA(2,2). The partial aggregation concepts have been
applied to the Niger River seasonal and annual flows, and the results showed the
superiority of the PARMA(2,l) and PARMA(2,2) models relative to the other
models tested in reproducing the variance-<:ovariance properties of the annual
flows. The application of the aggregation concepts for modeling the seasonaland
annual flows of the Niger River at various time scales suggest the need for using
PARMA models for streamflow modeling and simulation if one would like to reproduce seasonal and annual first- and second-order statistics. The traditional models
such as the PAR(l) simply are deficient for modeling flows such as those of the
Niger. The usual approach to model seasonal and annual flows has been to use
different models for different time scales, disregarding the compatibility among
models at various time scales. The aggregation concepts and results discussed in
this section point out that such traditional approaches and models for streamflow
simulation must be avoided.
Similar reasoning as in temporal aggregation applies for spatial aggregation of
streamflow processes. For instance, one can assumea stream network composed of a
number of first-, second-, and third-order streams. Consider first modeling the flows
at the junction of two first-order streams. Naturally, the model at a site immediately
downstream from the junction must be derived from the bivariate model defined at
two upstream sites, one in each of the tributaries. In turn, the model of the flows of
the second-order stream as it joins the flows of another, say, second-order stream
must define the model of the flows immediately downstream from the junction, and
so on as the streamflow travels down the stream network. Thus, streamflow models
must be compatible in both temporal and spatial scales.
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SCALING

ISSUES AND DOWNSCALING

Understanding, describing, and modeling local, regional, and global climate and its
nonlinear interactions with hydrological, biophysical, and biogeochemical processes
are currently some of the most challenging problems in the geosciences. It is not
only the high spatial and temporal variability of the governing processesand boundary conditions but the wide range of scales over which this variability occurs.
Distributed hydrologic models require high-resolution input data. Among all hydrologic variables, precipitation is of paramount importance in the water and energy
budgets at the land surface-atmosphere interface, and its accurate representation in
hydrologic and atmospheric models is critical. Precipitation is the result of intricately
interrelated atmospheric and land surface processes. It has extreme variability over
time scales from seconds to years and spatial scales from less than meters to
hundreds of kilometers. The sensitivity of hydrologic behavior to the space-time
variability of rainfall is the result of nonlinear interactions between precipitation and
land surface characteristics controlling the transformation of rainfall into soil water
and runoff. Modeling of precipitation requires understanding of the statistical structure of space-time precipitation and understanding of the physical processesgoverning the evolution of precipitation at a range of space-time scales. Because of scale
differences, rainfall downscaling is required for coupling global (or regional) atmospheric models and hydrologic models. In general, downscaling schemes can be
grouped in two broad categories, dynamical and statistical downscaling schemes.
In dynamic schemes,climate and land-use change scenarios at regional and local
scales are developed using regional and local atmospheric models, for example, the
Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) of Colorado State University.
These models are driven by boundary conditions derived from observations and
from the output of global atmospheric models. In this way, the atmospheric model
acts as a physically based dynamic interpolator (i.e., physically based downscaling).
RAMS has been coupled to a land surface scheme (LEAF-2), to a hydrologic model
(TOPMODEL), and to a regional ecosystem model (CENTURY). Thus, dynamical
schemesencode multiple, nonlinear and complex local and regional interactions and
feedbacks, explicitly!9,IIS However, trying to resolve processes at ever decreasing
scales using physically based models rapidly leads to computational inefficiencies
and is limited by poor understanding of physical process behavior at small scales.
Other atmospheric models such as the NCAR models33 and the Penn State/NCAR
mesoscale model, Version 5,19have been used for dynamic downscaling.
In statistical downscaling, subgrid temporal and spatial scale details of climatic
variability, in particular precipitation, are obtained so that the statistical characteristics of the spatial and temporal variability of hydroclimatic fields is preserved as a
function of scale. Statistical techniques are commonly based on linear or nonlinear
regression, methods from nonlinear dynamics, artificial neural networks, Markov
processes, multiplicative random cascade models, etc. One of the limitations of
regression approaches is that they are applicable only if a strong relationship
between a large-scale parameter and regional and local climate has been identified
(often this will not be the case), and they are valid only within the spatial and
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temporal range of the observations. Although statistical downscaling is computationally efficient, it cannot include the subgrid scale physical feedbacks referred to
above explicitly, and it is difficult to couple atmospheric processes with regional
ecological and hydrological processes. On the other hand, statistical downscaling
based on multiplicative random cascade models can reproduce the scaling features
(i.e., scale invariance), the clustering, and intermittency that are characteristic of
precipitation fields in space and time with relatively modest computational burden.
Until recently, most of the downscaling methods proposed in the literature only
dealt with the spatial variability of the precipitation field while the temporal evolution of the fields is usually described independently of the spatial downscaling. The
only temporal correlation structure accounted for is that resulting from the dynamics
of the atmospheric model producing the precipitation field at the larger spatial scale
or that encoded in the temporal evolution of the observations. Thus, in general, these
schemesdo not fully and properly account for the temporal correlation structure (i.e.,
persistence) of the precipitation fields at subgrid scales.

Dynamical Downscaling
Dynamical downscaling can be consideredwith respectto four basic types of
models:one type is stronglydependenton larger-scalenumericalweatherprediction
lateralboundaryconditions,bottom boundaryconditions,and on initial conditions.
A secondtype has forgottenthe initial conditionsbut is dependenton the observed
lateraland bottomboundaryconditions.A third type is wherea large-scalemodelis
run that is only forced with surfaceboundary conditions,and the output used to
downscalewith a regionalmodel. A fourth type is whena true globalclimatemodel
(with coupledocean,atmosphere,continentalseaice, landscapeprocesses,etc.) is
usedto provide lateralboundaryconditions to a regionalmodel. This is the IntergovernmentalPanelon ClimateChange(IPCC) type of downscalingexceptonly a
limited set of Earth systemforcings (e.g., the radiative effect of CO2,solar insolation) is included in the IPCC approach.To summarizewith examples(IC = initial
conditions; LBC = lateral boundary conditions, and BBC = bottom boundary
conditions; with the recognitionthat BBC includesbottom interfacialfluxes): type
1 ETA4 usesobservedIC, LBC, and BBC; type 2 PIRCS34,35
usesobservedLBC
and BBC; type 3 ClirnRAMS forced by CCM3 integratedwith observedSSTS1O2
uses observedBBC; and type 4 Earth systemglobal model downscaledusing a
regional model.45Observationalconstraints on the solution become less as we
move from type 1 to 4. Thus forecastskill will diminish from type 1 to 4.
With respectto current generationmodels, such as atmospheric-oceanglobal
circulation models (AOGCMs), neither AOGCMs nor the regional ones (type 4
models)include all of the significant humaneffects on the climate system.The
combinedeffectsof land-usechange,the biogeochemicaleffect on the atmosphere,
e.g., due to increasedCO2,and, e.g., the microphysicaleffect of pollution aerosols
have not yet beenincluded in thesemodels.Thus the existing model runs should
only be interpretedas sensitivity experiments,not forecasts,projections, or even
scenarios.so
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In addition, with respectto dynamic downscaling,as currentlyapplied,there is
not a feedbackupscaleto the AOGCM from the regionalmodel, evenif all of the
significantlarge-scale(GCM scale)human-caused
disturbanceswereincluded.The
AOGCM also has a spatial resolution that is inadequateto properly define the
lateral boundaryconditions of the regionalmodel. Anthes and Warne? show that
the lateral boundaryconditions are the dominantforcing of regionalatmospheric
modelsas associatedwith propagatingfeaturesin the polar westerlies.With numerical weatherprediction(type I and 2 models),the observationsused in the analysis
to initialize a model retain a componentof realism even when degradedto the
coarsermodel resolution of a global model. This realismpersistsfor a period of
up to a week or so, whenusedas lateralboundaryconditionsfor a regionalnumerical weatherpredictionmodel.This is not true with the AOGCMswheredatado not
exist to influence the predictions. A regional model cannot reinsert model skill,
when it is so dependenton lateral boundary conditions,no matter how good the
regionalmodel.
Statistical

Downscaling

The output of mesoscale atmospheric models such as RAMS or the observations
data such as those from the NEXRAD (next generation radar) network are usually at
grid sizes that are larger [e.g., 0(103 to 104) m] than those associated with distributed hydrologic models (e.g., in the order of 100 m). The land surface system
responds to excitations from the atmosphere, e.g., precipitation, and feeds back
moisture into the atmosphere, e.g., through evapotranspiration and latent heat flux.
The excitations and responses are spatially heterogeneous over a broad range of
scales, including subgrid scales [e.g., < 0(104)m]. This subgrid spatial variability
has a significant impact on the magnitude and distribution of upscale and downscale
land surface fluxes whose interaction is nonlinear. Accounting for this space-time
heterogeneity is important for hydrologic modeling and for describing land surfaceatmosphere interactions.23.78.83In addition, the statistical downscaling, besides
requiring that the AOGCMs are accurate predictions of the future, also require
that the statistical equations used for downscaling remain invariant under changed
regional atmospheric and land surface conditions. There is no way to test this
hypothesis. In fact, it is unlikely to be valid since the regional climate is not passive
to larger-scale climate conditions but is expected to change over time and feedback
to the larger scales. More details of this concern regarding downscaling have been
reported.8)
Regression
Schemes. The relationships between large-scale and local-scale
climatic fields can be established by regression-basedschemes.The most direct way
of downscaling is by direct interpolation. This method is easy to apply and effective
for smoothly varying fields such as sea level pressure or temperature but not
appropriate for nonsmooth intermittent fields such as precipitation. Some examples
on regression schemes are (I) a method (based on principal component analysis,
canonical correlation, and regression analysis) called climatological projection by

~
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model statistics to relate general circulation model (GCM) grid point free atmosphere statistics to important surface observations;47(2) use of interannual variations
in climate to derive, through conventional regression analysis, statistical relationships between large-scale climate variations and local values of temperature and
precipitation; 117 (3) a multiscale, linear regression, statistical climate inversion
scheme that preserves all first- and second-order moments across scales (spatial
downscaling of precipitation and temperature are applied in the context of impact
assessmentstudies associated with global climate variabilio/4); and (4) methods for
conditional stochastic generation of rain fields used for disaggregation when
constrained to large-scale values that are given by some outer sources.58. 67

Scale In variance Scheme. Self-similarity or scale invariance is a kind of
symmetry observed in nature. Simple scaling is a scaling in the probability
distributions. Letting R( ) be the rainfall intensity field, this property is expressed
as R(,u) ~t;. -0 R(A), which indicates that the probability density function of the
rescaled variable R(,u) is equal to that of the original variable R(A) except for a
factor that is a function of the length scale ratio;' and the scaling exponent {}. Simple
scaling translates into two properties: (1) a log-log linearity between statistical
moments of order n and length scale ;., i.e., E[R~] = ;.O(n)
E[Rj] and (2) a linear
dependence on n of the slope {}(n) of that log-log linear relationship, i.e., {}(n) = n{}.
Simple scaling is associated with additive (linear) processes, and unique scaling
exponents {} are related to unique fractal dimensions. For example, Figures 2 and 3
are the scaling plots for the NEXRAD rainfall scan of July 4, 1997, for the central
United States that is produced at grid scales of 2 kmx2 km.46 They show that the
precipitation data for this date and region follow a simple scaling. It is often found
that property (1) holds but the slope function {}(n) is nonlinear, a structure called
multiscaling or multifractal.37 Multifractal scaling behavior (i.e., scale-invariant

Figure 2 Marginalmomentsof precipitationoverthe centralUnited Stateson July 4, 1997,
from NEXRAD scan at 2kmx2km grid size (from Kang and Ramirez46).
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Figure 3 Slope of marginal moments log-log scaling function of NEXRAD scan of
precipitation over the centralUnited Stateson July 4, 1997,at 2kmx2km grid size (from
Kang and Ramirez46).

behavior) of the scaling exponentshas been found in the spatial distribution of
rainfaI137,75,J09
and in the temporal distribution of rainfall. 12Also both the scale
invarianceand intermittencyof precipitationmay be exploitedto developparsimonious stochasticmodels of rain.63
Multiplicative random cascadeshave beenused to generatefractal fields that
emulatethe spectrumof scalingexponentsof observedrainfall. Cascadegenerators
are chosenaccordingto the scaling spectrathey produce.Notably,models suchas
the universal multifi-actals,109
the fi-model38or the log-PoissonmodellOI were
proposed.For illustration,we will discussbelow randomcascademodels.38.46,75
Discreterandomcascadesdistributemasson successiveregularsubdivisionsof a
d-dimensionalcube. A schematicof this processis shown in Figure 4. The initial
cube, with length scale Lo, is subdivided at each level into b equal parts, where
b ?: 2d is the branchingnumber.The ith subcubeafter n levels of subdivisionis
denotedd~ (there are i = 1,..., bn subcubesat level n). The length scaleof the
subcube d~ is denotedLn' and the dimensionlessspatial scale is defined as
An= Ln/LO = b-n/d. The distribution of mass through different levels on the
cubesoccursas follows. First the initial cube (at level n = 0) is assigneda nonrandom density Ro,i.e., an initial massRoLg.The subcubesd~, i = I, ..., b after the
first subdivision (at level n = I) are assignedthe density RoWI(i), i.e., mass
RoL({W1(i),
where Ware independentand identicallydistributed(iid) randomvariables-the cascadegenerator.This multiplicative processcontinuesthrough all n
levels of the cascade,so that the mass in subcubed~ is
.n

n

f-ln(d:J = RoL~ f1 fJj(i) = RoLgbn f1 fJj(i)
J=)
j=l

for i = 1, 2,

bn

whereE[W] =cascade.
; thus massis on the averageconservedat all levels in the random

~
brmlchingmmlbm-4
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Figure 4 Schematicdiagram for a two-dimensionaldiscreterandomcascademodels: (0)
Discreterandomcascademodel (from Kang and Ramirez46).
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Figure 4 Schematicdiagram for a two-dimensionaldiscreterandomcascademodels: (b)
nonparametricrandomcascademodel(from Kang and Ramirez46).
The cascade limit mass 11.00
is obtained as n -+ 00, and it is considered degenerate
if the total mass is zero with probability 1. Nondegeneracy depends on the distribution of W, and it requires that the condition E[W] = 1 be satisfied. The limit mass in
a subcube 11.00(.:1.~)
satisfies a recursion relation: 7S 11.00(.:1.~)
= 11."(.:1.~)Zoo(i),
for
i = 1, ...,b"

where Zoo are iid random variables, distributed as Zoo = 11.00(.:1.0)/

~
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Jlo(~o) = Jloo(~o)/RoLg for all i, n. The cascade limit mass Jloo(~~)is given by the
product of a large-scale low-frequency component Jln(~~)' and a subgrid subgrid
(i.e., subcube) scale high-frequency component Zoo(i). The latter term represents
subgrid-scale variability at each level of cascade development.
Random cascades exhibit moment scaling behavior from which properties of the
cascade generator W can be estimated. Sample spatial moments are defined as
Mn(q) = L~I Jl~(~~), where q = moment order (for q = 0, only nonzero limit
masses are included in the sum). For large n, the sample moments should converge
to the ensemble moments, but since they diverge to infinity or converge to zero as
n -+ 00, the rate of convergence/divergence of the moments with scale is considered instead. In a random cascade,the ensemble moments are shown to be a log-log
linear function of the scale An. The slope of this scaling relationship is known as the
Mandelbrot-Kahane-Peyriere (MKP) function: Xb(q) = 1 -q + logbE[wq]. The
MKP function contains important information about the distribution of the cascade
generator Wand thus characterizes the scaling properties of rainfall. Similarly,
the slope of the sample moment scaling relationship can be defined as T(q) =
limA -..o[log Mn(q)/ -log An]. For large n (as An -+ 0) and for a specific range of
q, sl"opes of the moment scaling relationships for sample and ensemble moments
converge, i.e., T(q) = dXb(q). In data analysis, the scaling of the sample moments is
used to estimate the T(q) function and the distribution of the cascade generator, from
which parameters of the cascade model can be inferred.
For intermittent temporal and spatial rainfall data, it is desirable that P(W = 0) be
positive. For this purpose an intermittency model for the cascade generator W is
written as W = BY, where B is an intermittency generator of the so-called p-model
and Y is a strictly positive random variable. The p model divides the domain into
rainy and nonrainy fractions based on the following
probabilities:
P(B = 0) = 1 -b-P and P(B = bP) = b-P, where p is a parameter and E[B] = 1.
The p model does not allow for variability in the positive part of the large-scale
component of the limit mass Jln(~~) (at every level n it assumesthe nonrandom value
RoLndbpn). Variability in the positive part of the limit mass is obtained from
the second element in the composite generator Y. The distribution of Y is arbitrary,
but it has to be positive and E[Y] = 1. For rainfall modeling, good results have
been obtained with Y log-normaC5 Consider Y = b1'+ux, where X is a normal
N(O, 1) random variable. The condition E[Y] = 1 gives Y = b-ullnb/2+ux, where
(12= variance of Y. Then W is distributed as P(W = 0) = 1 -b-P
andP(W
= bPy = bP-u2Inb/2+uX)= b-P with parameters p and (12.
The MKP function of W is Xb(q) = (P -l)(q
-1) + (!)(121nb(q2 -q). MKP
functions must be convex and Xb(1) = 0:5 Also for the cascadeto be nondegenerate
it is required that Xb') < O. For large (1,this requirement may not be met, leading to
degeneratecascades.The range of moments q in nondegeneratecascadesis given by
[0, qc/2) when qc ~ 2, and at least in the closed interval [0,1] when qc > 2. The
latter condition implies that p < 1 -(12 In b in nondegenerate cascades.75Figure 5
shows the relationship between the parameters of the random cascade model and the
large-scale forcing, here described in terms of the large-scale average rainfall intensity, for the NEXRAD data.46
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Figure 5 (a) Sigmavs. averagerainfall intensityand (b) Beta+ Gammavs. averagerainfall
intensity (from Kang and Ramirez46).See ftp site for color image.

Because of the nondegeneracy condition on p, the p model is limited in the range
of fractional rainy area values that it can describe. To deal with this limitation and to
improve the preservation of the clustering structure, a simple pragmatic modification
of the p model has been proposed, and the resulting scheme is referred to as a
nonparametric hierarchical scheme. This procedure performs spatial downscaling
by hierarchically applying a sequence of random cascade models to a set of precipitation fields defined in terms of intensity classes of the observations. Figure 6
shows a comparison of observed and simulated precipitation fields, using the P-Iognormal random cascade model and the nonparametric hierarchical scheme. Figures 7
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Ubsen'ation

fS-lognormalmodel

Nonparametric hierarchical model

Figure 6 (seecolor insert) Comparisonof observedand downscaledrainfall fields (July 6,
1997)(from Kang and Ramirez46).See ftp site for color image.

to 9 showa comparisonof the ability of the respectivemodelsto reproduceimportant characteristicsof the precipitationfield. Table2 presentsa comparisonof some
summarystatistics.
Further

Remarks

The parameters of the scaling characteristics of the precipitation field must be related
to some physically meaningful and measurable variable characterizing the large-
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Day
Figure 7 Time seriesof averagerainfall intensity (NEXRAD, July 1997)(from Kang and
Ramirez46).Seeftp site for color image.

Figure 8 Rainy fraction asa function of rainfall threshold(NEXRAD, July 6, 1997)(from
Kand and Ramirez46).See ftp site for color image.
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Figure 9 Comparison of correlation function for monthly rainfall (from Kang and
Ramirez46).See ftp site for color image.
scale environment. Being able to parameterize the scaling characteristics of precipitation as a function of such variables is a prerequisite for implementing of downscaling methodologies based on random cascades.Perica and Foufoula-Georgiou 77
introduced a spatial downscaling scheme that is able to statistically reproduce the
spatial heterogeneity of observed precipitation fields at subgrid scales while being
conditioned on large-scale averages and physical properties. They computed multiscale standardized fluctuations using an orthogonal Haar wavelet decomposition and
found that, at least for the range of scales of their analysis, these fluctuations
exhibited normality and simple scaling. They also found that the scale-independent
parameter H characterizing the simple scaling behavior of the standardized fluctuations was strongly dependent on the convective instability of the pre storm environment, namely on the convective available potential energy. The utility of the model
in reproducing the small-scale statistical variability of precipitation as well as the
fraction of area covered by rain at all subgrid scales was demonstrated,77 and the
relationship between H and the convective available potential energy of the prestorm
TABLE 2 Comparison of Basic Statistics for Observed (July 1997)and Simulated
Precipitation Fields

Mean

Standarddeviation
Skewnesscoefficient
Kurtosis
From Kang and Rarnirez.46

0.296
0.0257
1.174

8.624

0.295
0.0221
1.185
6.207
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environment established.77On the other hand, the relationship between the {3-lognormal random cascade model parameters and the mean of the large-scale precipitation intensity was also observed and established.46.75
Most downscaling methodologies proposed in the literature only deal with the
spatial variability of the precipitation field. The temporal evolution of the fields is
usually described independently of the spatial downscaling, so that these schemesdo
not properly account for the temporal correlation structure, i.e., persistence, of the
precipitation fields at subgrid scales. Recently, the linkage between the spatial and
temporal scaling of precipitation fields has been explicitly addressed.12.75.113.114
Over and Gupta 75propose a model for space-time description of rainfall distributions based on multiplicative random cascades with independent weights in space,
which are time varying according to an imposed structure. Carsteanuand FoufoulaGeorgioul2 argue that space and time variations of rainfall are necessarilyconnected.
They postulate and experimentally verify a Taylor-like hypothesis stating that the
power law variation for the moments is the same in time and space. Venugopal
et al.114 found that for spatial scales of 2 to 30 km and for temporal scales of
10 min to several hours, the evolution of precipitation remained statistically invariant
under a transformation of the type t '"'" Lz, where z is a so-called dynamic scaling
exponent. That is, they found that the space-time organization of rainfall fields is
scale-invariant and that its characteristics can be obtained by a simple renormalization of the space and time coordinates as implied by the t '"'"L= transformation. They
used the above results to develop a space-time precipitation downscaling scheme
that is capable of preserving not only the spatial correlation of precipitation but also
the temporal correlation at subgrid scales.
Finally, Seed et al.99have modeled the space-time behavior of radar precipitation
using a multiplicative bounded (multifractal) cascade, each level of which was linked
to the same level at the next time step via a different ARMA( I, I) model. Also
Pegram and Clothier,76 developed the so-called string-~f-beads model in which
power-law filtering of Gaussian random fields in space and time is used to capture
the correlation structure of the rainfall process. Two autoregressive models, one at
the image scale, the other at the pixel scale, drive the string-of-beads model. The
spatial power-law filtering then ensures that the generated fields scale correctly in
space and time.
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